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ABSTRACT 

The main objective of this study was to examine the impact of unemployment on economic growth 

in Tanzania.  

The study employed a survey design and time series data between 1997 and 2017 to analyse the 

problem and used correlation and regression analyses to show the relationship between 

unemployment and economic growth in Tanzania. 

Findings of the study found that unemployment rate has a negative impact but insignificant 

influence on economic growth in Tanzania over the study period. The study suggest that the 

government has to take urgent steps over the unforeseen rising on the rate of unemployment 

because unemployment is a major impediment to social progress.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the study 

Unemployment is among the biggest challenges in most of the nations around the world. It is an 

ongoing problem that affects both developing and developed nations. Unemployment is well-

defined as the situation of which an individual is staying without having an official job of or 

existing without a job or percantage of individuals which are capable to work and keenly looking 

for jobs but they are incapable to get a job. Unemployment reveals the inability of a national 

economy to make full utilizations of labor available (World Bank, 1994). Absence of labor force 

renovation upsurges the amount of jobless individuals leading to high rate of unemployment. A 

high amount of jobless indicates an insufficiency in the labour market, expanding poverty and low 

living standard. 

According to ILO (1982) unemployment is well-defined as including all the individuals above an 

identified age who throughout their working age were: Deprived of work, means they are not in 

paid work or self-employment throughout their working age. Most of them are looking for job, 

means they have already engaged certain paces in a required current passé paying jobs or self-

employment. Indicated paces can involve registering at a communal or secretive occupation 

interchange:submission to companies; examination at workplaces, workshop entrances, 

marketplaces or different assemblage locations, assigning or replying newsprint posters; looking 

for the support of networks or families; looking for property, premises, machines or apparatus to 

institute own businesses, organising for pecuniary assets; smearing for certification and 

authorization etc. 

According to Chinedu (2015), concluded that more than 90 colleges and universities in every year 

produce thousands of graduates still companies mark them as unqualified for the vacancies 

available. This results in a frustration that brings social crimes like robbery, drug trafficking, illegal 

migrations to developed nations, prostitutions just to ensure better standard of living. Kemi and 

Dayo (2014) stated that the problem of unemployment is in various dimensions. There is a situation 

of unemployment in which people tend to gain little income that will meet their basic needs, a 

situation where people work on the jobs that do not match with their level of education and 

experience and a worst scenario whereby people tends to look for jobs but it difficult to get, others 
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are ready to start up their own small enterprises but hindered by the existing poor macro-economic 

situations.  

According to Swai(2014) the problem of unemployment in Tanzania and other African nations 

have been growing disregarding determinations to train mutually children and adults. In the current 

periods there has been raised anxiety above the catastrophic excess of social prospective, 

specifically for the young generations, as greatest number of the youth  are jobless or 

underemployed. It is understood that employment is a significant factor for any persons, 

specifically for the young as they are moving in the direction of old age. Relatives and universities 

tragedy a vibrant part in assisting adolescences reconnoiter professions that equal their powers and 

welfares and in assisting them comprehend the prominence of constructing elementary labor 

abilities so they are ready for employment (NCWD, 2012).   

Despite relatives obligate great anticipation of their offspring to secure jobs and donate to the 

family improvement, numerous adolescent  graduates colleges and even universities are deprived 

of acquiring steady occupation, adolescence joblessness has derived to be amongst the main 

contests in Tanzania (Msigwa, 2013).   

Existence of problem of unemployment in Tanzania is been taken as a national development 

problem both economically and socially. For several years in Tanzania the rates of new jobs a 

creation has not been matching with the increase in Labor force in the market (World Bank, 2017). 

The rate of unemployment in Tanzania started to increase around 1970s, when Tanzania faced an 

economic catastrophe, which was indicated by the decline in economic growth from 5% per year 

to an average of 2.6% per years around 1980s and decline more at rate of 1% per year in the 

beginning of 1990s(World Bank, 2017).  

For the case of Tanzania lack of statistical information on populations involvements in economic 

activities starting with the magnitude and the kinds of employments. This results in unemployment 

because the governments failed to initiates required actives policy and distributes the available 

resources in solving the problem of unemployment (ILFS, 2001).  

Reviewing from the data in different literature it reveal that the different factors that accelerates 

the problem of unemployment in Tanzania. One among those factors are growth in number of 

labour power that are seeking jobs for instance in the previous period work force has raised by 3.5 
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million individuals and this amounts is expected to grow in the near future because the amounts 

of college and university graduates without disregarding schools dropout are increasing in the 

market. 

Also, the problem of unemployment in the rural area of Tanzania that is regarded as 

underemployments and not exactly unemployment. There is increase in unemployment problems 

in rural areas were no serious measure have been taken to combat it (REPOA, 2003).  

Although the rate of unemployment stayed stagnant in rural are at a rate of 2 per cent compared 

with in the city were its keep raising that has contributed to rise in unemployment rate in a country.  

Observation of macroeconomic statistics from Tanzania, the economy has remained capable to 

develop at stable rate, equal enhanced quickly in the ended previous period. There are two tables 

that have been established to explain the extent Tanzania experienced Economic growth. Starting 

with table one which shows sectorial arrangement of Gross Domestic Product, as at 2002. This 

will provide implications of the degree of every segment and in what way segment procedures 

donate to general economic growth. This evidence is beneficial for strategy replications approved. 

Succeeding from this, Table 2 displays GDP progress amongst 1990 and 2002.   

 

Table 1. Sectoral composition of Tanzanian GDP, 2002 (Appendix. 2) (Source: Economic Survey 

2002).  Shows the growth trend of GDP, 2002. 

 

Table 1 displays that agriculture containing of sustenance farming and saleable agriculture is a 

main segment in the economy with an overall involvement of 44.6 per cent of Gross Domestic 

Product. Though nearby was a big sufficient variability in the production of numerous segments 

throughout the initial 1990s (utmost particularly progress tendencies in selected areas, such as 

building, in detail overturned after one year to a new), the past limited years have revealed a 

comparatively reliable progress tendency.    

Table 2 displays these tendencies in sectorial Gross Domestic Product stuck between 1990 and 

2002. The statistics display a stable evolution in the economy ended period, with certain 

subdivisions obviously flourishing and others increasing at a gentler stride. Predominantly in the 
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meantime 1998, Gross Domestic Product evolution has remained comprehensive grounded, 

foremost to above 4 per cent Gross Domestic Product growing for the subsequent a small number 

of years, and 6 per cent by 2003. Quickening in progress is owed in huge amount to an outstanding 

agricultural presentation but this can be smooth more exploited with a strong-minded move to agro 

processing, modification and healthier interior organisation of produce, a noticeable development 

in efficiency and done with feeder infrastructures in country side zones.    

Nearby has remained a stable development in production, predominantly in mining for the passé 

1990-2002 and also for industrial for the past small number of years of statistics obtainable. 

Nevertheless, this progress has not interpreted hooked on employments, at minimum not to the 

degree that would have stood projected. In detail, the modern occupation statistics since 2000/01 

included Labor Force Survey displays that mining only hires about 30,000 individuals, which is a 

minor involvement in complete positions. Even though the extraordinary development in mining, 

the subdivision’s influence to Gross Domestic Product has only crumpled in the middle of 1990 

and 2002, from 0.9 per cent to 1.8 per cent of the entire Gross Domestic Product and speculation 

inclines to be capital exhaustive; labor-grounded expertise are quiet not extensively maintained. 

The general influence on employment formation is consequently negligible related to the size of 

other areas. 

Table 1.2  GDP growth 1990-2002, by sector at constant 1992 prices (Appendix 1) (Source: 

Economic Survey 2002). Shows the growth trend of GDP by sector from 1990 to 2002 at constant 

1992 prices. 

Currently, Tanzania has been recognised as having strong genuine Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 

growth rate which is determined to be 7.1% in 2002 to 8.4% in 2007. Although, this notions has 

been regarded as contradiction. The reasons is once the nations is experiencing strong economic 

growth at a rate of 7.2 per cent, the rate of unemployment is increasing from 2 per cent in 2005 to 

2.9 per cent in 2013, although the rate of unemployment decline in 2016 at a rate of 2.3 per cent 

which was contributed by actions initiated by the government such as National employment policy 

(World bank, 2017). This conditions is disgraceful in regard that the nations is blessed with 

sufficiently resources both human and natural resources(Land, minerals and Aquatics resources) 

which its able to utilize them and creates employments opportunities for the crowded youth in 

Tanzania. 
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Grounded on amount of investor workshops, countryside infrastructures is a sub-sector of the 

infrastructures segment, was demarcated as precedence in the PRSP. The significance of the 

subdivision, predominantly starting the opinion of understanding of extensive founded progress, 

together region astute and industry astute, was recognised previously recognised in the preparation 

of the first PRSP. The Administration of Tanzania approved in 2003 to produce a countryside 

infrastructures plan ended the progress of the year to address, amongst others  gears, the deficiency 

and distributional influence of the strategy.    

It has been recognised that in order to attain full employment then, Countryside roads donate to 

progress and employment creations over and done with for example cumulative admission of the 

countryside deprived to marketplaces and by endorsing the usage of labor-concentrated production 

methods. Transportations drive likewise connection of countryside parts to the respite of the 

economy and deliver a decent underpinning for upcoming investments in the areas as opposite to 

merely individuals that are nearby to the foremost metropolitan zones. Once countryside 

infrastructures associate boundaries to centers, there may be influential reasons to advanced 

immigration degrees, predominantly wherever nearby is a noticeable absence of confined earnings 

making prospects. The opposite is right, anywhere countryside infrastructures generate 

employment occasions (over and done with labor exhaustive venture or improved admittance to 

marketplaces for moderate businesspersons).   

Inside the Countryside Improvement Policy, occupation connections are harassed in accumulation 

to an establishment of indigenous expert capability to preserve feeder highway systems, and the 

formation of governmental backgrounds that resolve mastermind the creation and repairs of 

infrastructures. During the course of, labor exhaustive methodologies are supported to encounter 

intentions, and situation is completed in the direction of confirming occasions to receive an 

earnings are not deprived of females.    

Labor Based Technology (LBT) is a production expertise, with the intentions to smear a labor and 

apparatus, mixture that stretches precedence to labor, but enhancements labor with suitable gear 

wherever compulsory for motives of excellence or rate. Although constructing or preserving 

substructure to identified customary in a budget operative way, individuals are working with 

reasonable occupied circumstances. 
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Consequently, the present problem of unemployment has invigorated scholars and programme 

discussion on the effects of being without a job on economic growth. Although the government 

invested enough efforts in tackling unemployment problem, the crisis of unemployment has still 

been a challenge to Tanzania economy.  

1.2 Statement of the problem 

Theoretically, economic growth is regarded as important tools for eradicating unemployment, 

poverty but also helps to improve the living standard of people. The core objective of macro-

economic strategies is to achieve high and bearable production growth with little or small rate of 

unemployment. Banda (2016) argued that an increase on the gross domestic product (GDP) is 

expected to rise levels of employments and reducing unemployment. This greatly accepted 

economic theory that is recognised through the hypothetical suggestion connecting productions 

and unemployment which is identified as Okun’s Law. Banda (2016) contends that Okun’s Law 

designates one of the well-known experimental connections of productions (Gross Domestic 

Product) and Unemployment in macro-economic theory and thus has been discovered to embraces 

for different nations mostly developed nations. 

Although in Tanzania, the story looks to be different, currents periods governments officials has 

been reported indicating that the country is experiencing economic growth, although 

unemployment problem still continues to increase. This brings the discussions on whether there 

are real connections between economic growth and unemployment. Osinubi(2005) discovered that 

despite economic growth is substantial prominence in eradicating poverty and unemployment, it 

is not significant since economic growth on its own cannot tackle all the crucial reasons that results 

in unemployment and poverty. In that case, there is a reason to apply other strategies that can 

enable to create investments programmes which will results in creation of more jobs, increase 

economic growth and reduce poverty and unemployment.  

The conditions of employments are important for the development of national economy and the 

welfare of the citizen. Kingdon and Knight(2007) indicated that certain economic and social 

effects of unemployment in a country, cause in destructions of human capital, social exclusion, 

protests, rise up rate of crimes and morbidity. Unemployment is a main source to prevalent poverty 

and income differences. A higher degree of unemployment reveals lack of governance by the 

observing authority of a nation. In that case, it is significant important to comprehend the 
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connections between unemployment and economic growth to guarantee comprehensive strategies 

that will stimulate economic growth. 

This study consequently determined to examine the connection among unemployment and 

economic growth in Tanzania. The involvement of this study originates at the period when 

Tanzania is experiencing great levels of joblessness and is in terrible requisite to discover strategies 

that will control joblessness and safeguard a maintainable progress. 

1.3 Objectives of the study 

The objectives of the study are divided into general and specific objectives. 

1.3.1 General objective 

The general objective of this study was to analyze the impact of unemployment on economic 

growth in Tanzania. 

1.3.2 Specific objectives 

i. To analyze the status of unemployment and economic growth in Tanzania 

ii. To analyze the effect of unemployment rate, labor force and capital formation on economic 

growth in Tanzania 

 

1.4 Research questions 

i. What is the state of unemployment and economic growth in Tanzania 

ii. What is the effect of unemployment rate, labour force and capital formation on economic 

growth in Tanzania  

1.5 Significance of the study 

The researchers and information pertaining to effects of unemployment on economic growth in 

Tanzania is not widely available in academicians and is limited. The information collected will 

help in the coming up of strategies to counter vein and help on the effects of unemployment on 

economic growth.  

This study is predominantly imperative for three motives. It will contribute to existing literature 

on the connection among unemployment and economic growth, contributing to the society as a 

whole with information on how unemployment rate affects our economic growth. The results 
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would help academicians and students’ attitudes and approach in data gathering through studies 

available on this topic to improve their academic performance.  Furthermore, a study of this nature 

has provided various strategies of combating joblessness. The results would help in evaluating the 

quantity of employments rendered in our economy but also in the development of our education 

system through fostering new ways of enhancing knowledge, skills and attitude thus preparing 

individuals that will be able to create employments instead of themselves searching for jobs . 

Lastly, ensure effective policy formulation about unemployment and economic growth in 

Tanzania. Results would help the whole sector on employment matters initiate collaboration 

amoung policy makers and practitioners to help plan the advancement of employment sector in 

relation to economic growth. 

1.6  Scope of the Study 

The scope of this study went as far as describing to what extent effects of unemployment ratio, 

work force and capital accumulations have influenced the economic growth of Tanzania. In that 

situation, to undertake the desires of this research study, the scope entailed review of other related 

previous studies; various unpublished and published evidences likes reports, books, online 

database, websites and journals mutually secondary data that came from primary data collected 

through interview with various stakeholder including employers, employees of various 

organisations and job seekers; to investigate the crucial problems to be enclosed in this study, 

significant notions, issues, variables and nature of connection between them. 

1.7 Organisation of the dissertation 

This dissertation is structured into five sections. The first section that is chapter one which 

encompasses  introduction that includes background information, statements of the research 

problem, objectives of the research, significances of the study, scope of the study, organisation of 

the dissertation and study limitations. The second chapter is chapter two that involves of literature 

reviews that includes the definitions of concepts, theoretical analysis, empirical reviews and the 

conceptual framework. 

The third chapter is chapter three that includes the Research methodologies which contains the 

introductions, research design, research procedures and the methods of data collections, data 
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analysis and conclusions. The fourth chapter is chapter four that is the key research is this chapter 

of research findings and conclusions. The fifths chapter is chapter five; this chapter includes 

conclusions, summarizations and recommendations and the area for further research. 

1.8  Limitations of the study 

The obtainability of statistics in Tanzania is a challenge like other African countries. This 

exaggerated the study because it caused some important data not to be found and even those 

available are not sufficient.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents both the theoretical and empirical literature review about the problem under 

study. The chapter provides conceptualization of the key terms used in this study. It further 

discusses the theoretical base of the study. After that, the chapter presents empirical studies that 

support this study and a conceptual framework together with research gap. 

2.1 Definition of key terms 

2.1.1. Unemployment 

Aminu and Anono (2012) explicated the term unemployment as the amount of all peoples who are 

ready and capable to work, and brand them present for the work at the prevalent remuneration but 

there is no job available. For that reasons it indicates that being without a job is a conditions of 

idleness in a country. According to Balami (2006) idleness is elaborated as a condition whereby 

workforce is unwillingly out of job. It implies that workforce is prepared and able to work but it is 

hard for them to get a job. Correspondingly, classical economists have demarcated joblessness as 

the superfluous amount of labor over the ultimatum for labor exaggerated by changes in real wage. 

The real or classical wages joblessness happen once the genuine wages for work are not established 

over the market clearing standard, resulting in amounts of labor force in the market to increase 

compared to the number of jobs available. In the same situations, unemployment was well-defined 

by international labor organisation (2009) as a situation of idleness which happens once people 

having no work  vigorously wanted work within the previous four weeks. Rate of Unemployment 

is a degree of occurrence of joblessness and it is determined as a percentage by dividing the amount 

of jobless individuals with the labor force. Business week report in 2011 reported that almost about 

200 million and above people are internationally  without jobs, indicating higher, as more than2/3 

of developed economies and1/2 of least developed economies are undergoing stoppage in 

employments growth. Jhingan (2001) contended that unemployment can be regarded as amount of 

individuals who are joblessness in an economy, regularly specified as a percentage of the 

workforce.  
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2.1.2 Unemployment in Tanzania 

The rate of unemployment in Tanzania and the other nations is well-defined as the amount of 

individual who are not employed as the percentage of workforce. The workforce involves both 

individuals who have jobs and those who do not have jobs, that is those who are not working but 

are aggressively findings jobs. The workforce does not include people who are not looking for 

jobs, children and retired age (Elder). The rate of unemployment occasionally decrees at rate of 4-

5 per cent uniform even in prosperous period. There are always some individuals who prefer to 

transfer from one sectors of the economy to another and among cities or towns. Once the economy 

suffers recessions also unemployment increases in greater quantity, sometimes even in double 

digits.  

According to EES (2016) the amount of employees in the Tanzania(mainland) formal sectors has 

rose up from 2,334,969 in 2015 to 2,599,311 in 2016, showing a rise up of 264,342 employees for 

the passé of one year in comparisons to arise up to 193,618 workers data taken in 2014 and year 

2015. Also, the data indicates that private sectors still is a significant sectors in providing 

employment with 1,748,695 workers in 2016 which is twice mostly in comparisons to public 

sectors with 850,616 workers. Together private and public sectors indicates a rise in employments 

between 2015 and 2016 with bigger growth in private sectors (180,530 workers) in comparisons 

to public sectors that have increased (83,813 workers) for the time period. Moreover, the outcomes 

shows that the percentage of consistent employment in the recognised sectors has risen up from 

88.2 per cent in 2015 to 92.9 per cent in 2016, while unexpected employment has declined from 

11.8 per cent in 2015 to 7.1 per cent in 2016 unexpected employment is not preferred by laws and 

regulations of Tanzania is obviously unwarranted and usually connected uncomplimentary 

working environments.  

An evaluation conducted over a period of ten years starting 2006 to 2016. The integrated labor 

force survey, 2016 indicates that in 2006 a total of 2,194,392 individuals are not employed which 

is almost equal to 11.7 per cent of the sum of workforce available in a market. For that specified 

time, the workforce available estimated to be 18,821,525 of were 16,627,133 individuals were in 

informal sectors. The predicted amount of who were not working for the year 2016 was 2,368,672 

which are equal to 10.7 per cent of the workforce population.  
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Sum of the amount of workforce in the market was determined to be 22,152,320 individuals of 

which 19,783,648 was recognised to be working, between the working, 2,502,327 individuals were 

determined to be working in the informal sectors. It is assumed that, many Tanzanians are  tied to 

activities that enable them to survive thus why unemployment is considered lower in comparison 

on what most of the people know, that contradicts between working in formal sectors and working 

in informal sectors economy.  

2.1.3 The Concept of Economic Growth 

In describing financial growth, it was linked by Fajingbesi and Odusola (1999) with a rise in capital 

per head. Meanwhile per capital is not the only requirement for succession, this is for the reason 

that if capital is readily available deprived of the alike period as long as a background for its usage, 

it will be misused. Hemming (1991) consequently supports the statement that expansion is 

subjective to the alignment of disbursement, meanwhile positive kinds of expenditure have more 

possessions on growth. Indispensable amongst these kinds of expenditure are establishment of 

socioeconomic substructure, procedures and conservation, and wide-ranging managerial and 

permitted backgrounds. Economic growth which is constantly determined by GDP regularly 

expoundedas escalation in productivity of the size of an economy to generate properties and 

amenities desirable to recover the well-being of the nation’s residents Balami (2006). Growth is 

understood as a stable procedure which comprises levitation the volume of production of things 

and amenities within the economy. Growth is significant when the percentage of growing is a great 

deal sophisticated than populace tumor since it has to clue to development in social wellbeing. 

Consequently, economic growth is understood as a sound procedure of growing the industrious 

ability of the economy and henceforth, of growing national income, actuality branded by 

sophisticated degrees of upsurge in per capita production and whole aspect output, particularly 

labor efficiency. 

2.1.4 Economic growth in Tanzania 

 Tanzania’s macroeconomic presentation of for the period of 1990 to 2010 stayed healthy. The 

growing proportion improved; Growth Domestic Product (GDP) has be around 7 per cent per 

annum which generally in elevation for Tanzania throughout 2002 to 2009 (Lewis et al, 2011). 

GDP progress estimated at 7.8 per cent in 2004 but simple and sustained drought destructively 

exaggerated the economy in year 2005. GDP growing has improved to extent of 7.4 per cent in 
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year 2008. Nevertheless, owing to the comprehensive economic and financial catastrophe, growth 

was predictable to drop to 5 per cent in year 2009 and then progressively amplified to 7.5 per cent 

in year 2012, (world economic outlook, 2017). 

On GDP progress speed, World Economic Outlook (WEO) 2012 the real GDP progression level 

of Tanzania in 1990 there was a rising movement owing to accomplishment of Economic 

improvements. Afterward before, the growth of Tanzania was surprised and descending from 7 

per cent to 2.1 per cent in 1990 and 1991 correspondingly (world economic outlook, 2017). 

The tendency sustained to weakening and somewhat improved in 1995.The foremost motive for 

the deterioration was that Benefactor sustenance demolish in the initial 1990s when the 

improvement exertion provisionally bowed, it sprinklers over after restructuring recommenced 

during the Mkapa administration in 1995 (Muganda, 2004). One more motive for the growing 

degree to weakening was the numerous disorders from the Benefactors to acquire the Imported 

Assistance. At the passé flanked by 1995 and 2000 the progression level oscillated and 

meaningfully improved to 6 per cent in 2001 (world economic outlook, 2017). 

Tanzania has attained extraordinary growing proportions founded on its massive ordinary supply 

affluence and vacation industry with GDP growing in 2009-17 is around 6%-7% per year. The 

economy of Tanzania basically be contingent on cultivation, which versions for somewhat fewer 

than one-quarter of GDP and employs about 65% of the labor force; the mining segment trails, 

whereby with the assistance of strategy improvements in the mining industry in current years, gold 

production has improved to around 35% of exports(world economic outlook, 2017).  

The financial sector in Tanzania has prolonged in current ages and foreign-owned banks account 

for about 48% of the banking industry's aggregate properties. Antagonism between overseas 

saleable banks has caused in important developments in the productivity and excellence of 

monetary amenities, however interest rates are stagnant comparatively great, reproducing high 

deception hazard. Finance modifications have assisted upsurge private-sector evolution and 

speculation (world economic outlook, 2017). 
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The World Bank, the IMF, and mutual benefactors have delivered resources to assimilate 

Tanzania's old infrastructure, comprising rail and harbor, which deliver significant trade relations 

for domestic nations. In 2013, Tanzania accomplished the world's principal Millennium Challenge 

Compact (MCC) funding, value US dollar 698 million, but in dawn 2015, the MCC Panel of 

Executives postponed a resolution to recommence Tanzania’s suitability for the reason of 

loopholes in elective in Zanzibar and anxieties above the administration’s usage of a contentious 

cybercrime notice (BOT Report, 2018). 

Underneath the fresh administration designated in 2015, Tanzania has established a determined 

improvement programme absorbed on generating a healthier trade atmosphere over better-quality 

substructure, admission to financing, and learning improvement, but instigating resources leftovers 

puzzling for the administration. Tanzania has basically accomplished its alteration to a market 

economy; however the administration preserves a existence in areas such as telecommunications, 

banking, energy, and mining (World Bank, 2017). 

The economy sustained to increase progressively with real GDP increasing by 7.1 per cent in 2017, 

sustaining the extraordinary growing impetus of the previous five years. In insignificant standings, 

GDP improved to TZS 116.1 trillion from TZS 103.7 billion with per capita minimal pay refining 

to TZS 2.27 million from TZS 2.13 million in 2016. The growing impetus is anticipated to endure 

in 2018 reinforced by public hoards, predominantly the continuing application of numerous 

substructure schemes, steadiness of energy resource and product expenses in the world souk. 

Production growing was to a great degree determined by construction, transportation and storage, 

and agriculture; completely subsidizing early part of the entire progress. High growing degrees 

stayed verified in mining and excavating; water resource; transportation and storing; statistics and 

communication and manufacture undertakings. An amenity takes almost 37.5 per cent of minimal 

GDP, with business and renovation, public organisation, transportation and storing and financial 

assurance underwriting the maximum (BOT Report, 2018). 

 

2.1.4.1 Agriculture 

Agriculture, which comprises crop farming, cattle possession, whaling, forestry and stalking, 

raised by 3.6 per cent in 2017 matched with 2.1 per cent in 2016. The concert was generally owing 
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to worthy climate proficient in greatest portions of the nation, accessibility of agriculture inputs 

and agro chemicals. Through these, crop farming extra than crumpled from 1.4 per cent in 2016. 

The Department of Agriculture, Food Security and Cooperatives projected food fabrication in 

2017/18 at 16.9 million tones, which was greater than 15.9 million tons in 2016/17. Cornflakes 

existed 9.54 million tons, but non-cereals ranging to 7.35 million. The better-quality recital was 

accredited to virtuous climate, upgraded source of farm inputs, extension amenities and irrigation 

systems (BOT Report, 2018).  

Farming of customary transfer crops specifically cashew nuts, tobacco, cotton, tea and sisal 

improved excluding that coffee. In precise, farming of cashew nuts improved meaningfully as a 

consequence of promising climate, as healthy as structured market through depository acceptance 

scheme that simplified attaining at main cooperative societies and price enhancement. Livestock 

activity propagated by 2.8 per cent in 2017 associated with 2.6 per cent in 2016, somewhat 

qualified to intensification in the amount of cattle traded concluded enumerated arcades 

succeeding upgrading ended on arcades substructure. The amount of heifers traded over 

enumerated arcades improved to 1,618,047 from 1,339,234 in 2016; goats 1,289,735 from 

1,056,218; and sheep 278,595 from 230,221. Worth supplementary in harpooning raised by 2.7 

per cent in 2017 associated with 4.2 percent in 2016, accredited to supply-side aspects moderately 

associated to procedures engaged to control prohibited fishing. Forestry long-drawn-out by 6.3 per 

cent comparative to 3.4 per cent in 2016 determined by wood and wood products in reaction to 

growth in demand predominantly in construction (BOT Report, 2018). 

2.1.4.2 Industry and Construction 

Industry and construction, which comprise mining and extracting; industrial; erection; energy and 

gas; and water source and manure, raised by 12.1 per cent associated with 10.7 per cent in 2016. 

Erection, which underwritten 22.7 percent of GDP, raised by 14.1 percent in 2017, greater than 

13.0 per cent in 2016, replicating increasing speculation in main schemes particularly standard 

gauge railway, airfields and transportations. Industrial preserved a durable growing of 7.1 percent 

in 2017 accredited to amongst others, steadiness in energy source outstanding to obtainability of 

substitute causes of energy, natural gas and coal; development in market outreach particularly in 

the EAC and SADC regions; development of substructure; as well as establishing of innovative 

industrial companies, amongst others, in agro dispensation, porcelains, and metallic and brace 
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goods. Distinguished growth was verified in manufacture of substances, fuel, neoprene and 

malleable produces, nourishment, brew and tobacco as well as paper and paper produces (BOT 

Report, 2018). 

2.1.4.3 Mining and Quarrying 

Mining and extracting verified a growing ratio of 17.5 per cent in 2017 associated by 11.5 per cent 

in 2016, determined by coal and diamond production. Production of coal, an substitute foundation 

of energy, improved resulting in greater demand by cement manufacturing, while that of diamond 

was due to rise in production from Williamson Diamond Limited. Production of phosphates, 

copper, gemstone and pozzolana deteriorated (BOT Report, 2018). 

2.1.4.4 Electricity and Gas 

This sub-activity includes power productions, spread and delivery. Progression of energy and gas 

sub-activity decelerated to 2.2 per cent in 2017 from 8.3 per cent in 2016. In relations of 

productions, thermal energy climbed to 3,099.2 million kWh, of which 92.2 per cent was from gas 

motorized turbines. Energy introduced from Kenya, Uganda and Zambia amplified by 4.2 per cent 

to 105.8 million kWh in 2017(BOT Report, 2018). 

2.1.4.5 Services 

Worth additional in amenities improved by 6.6 percent ended year, lesser than 7.6 per cent in 2016, 

and reached for 37.5 per cent of GDP. Wholesale and retail trade and repairs, transportation and 

storing; material and communication; public organisation and protection ranging for the major 

portion. Transportation and storing, in specific, raised by 16.6 per cent associated by 11.8 percent 

in 2016, accredited to better-quality competence at Dar es Salaam and Tanga harbors, as healthy 

as growth in transfer goods. Information and communication raised by 14.7 per cent in 2017 

associated by 13.0 percent in the forgoing year, determined by practice of mobile phone, 

broadcasting, and internet services (BOT Report, 2018). 

 

2.1.4.6 Aggregate Demand 

Real gross national disposable income (GNDI) that involves payments of labor, possessions 

income, prevailing transfer and opening excess, rise up by 6.3 percent in 2017 in comparison to 

6.1 per cent in the upcoming year. Ends consumptions rise up by 4.4 per cent and ranged for 80.7 
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per cent of the earned revenue and 76.3 per cent of minimal GDP. Resources balanced gap hording 

detriment hoardings expanded to -11.9 per cent of GDP from -9.4 per cent in 2016, half indicating 

the desires to organise hoardings to close the gap. National total demand increased by 8.5 per cent 

in real statistics, greater than 5.6 per cent of 2016. The expansion was highly caused by gross 

capital inventions, which increased by 19.5 per cent in comparisons to declines of 3.1 per cent of 

2016 and ranged to 26.1 per cent of GDP. Increasing of gross capital accumulation was greatly on 

the basis of a rises in sole proprietors hoardings. The storages of foods holds by the National Food 

Reserve Agency (NFRA) raised to 63.844 tones at the year ended 2018, less than 70,393 tones for 

the year ended 2017 June. At the period of, NFRA selling’s 34,666 tons of foods to prisons 

departments. World foods programmes, businessman and the catastrophe relief coordination 

chamber of Prime Minister Office. A sum of 28,132.5 tons of maize was bought at the time.(BOT 

Report, 2018). 

2.2 Theoretical review 

Foremost theories supporting this research involve the Keynesian theory of unemployment, 

Marxist theory of unemployment, Okun's theory of unemployment, and traditional theory of 

neoclassical development. Those theories provide clear explanations on the relationship between 

Unemployment and economic growth on the process of development 

2.2.1 The Keynesian unemployment theory 

The Keynesian unemployment theory it is also recognised as cyclical or deficient demand theory 

of unemployment. This theory proposed that unsuccessful demand in an economy is the main 

source of unemployment for which those who are ready and capable to work at a given wage rates 

they are unable to secure the jobs at a specified time (Obadan and Odusola, 2010). Moreover, the 

theory contended that once the demands of goods and services declines also the level of 

productions will declines which will leads to low demand of labor in the productions activities. 

Also, the theory proposed that because of the excess number of workforce in the markets than the 

available jobs vacancies, even if the economy will reach full level of unemployment still some of 

the workforce will remain unemployed because there is incompatibility in the economy. Moreover, 

the theory advised that regarding shortages of effective’s demands for work the governments can 

intervene to solve the issue by the ways of insufficiency expenditure that can accelerates level of 

employments and rise up total require in the country. In Tanzania for example, the issue of 
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unemployment seems to deteriorate country’s financial situation, especially in the last three 

decades owing to prohibition imposed on job by distinct levels of government. 

2.2.2 Marxist theory of unemployment 

This theory was established in 1863 by Karl Marx. The theory suggested that unemployment in 

the economy inherited owing to the evil nature of capitalist processes. Capitalists purposefully 

affects the labor markets by creating shortages of work that leads to unemployment in which in 

turns results in low demands for labor and low wages. Therefore, the theory proposed that the 

better way to ends unemployment is to removes capitalist systems on considerations of the systems 

that create competitions of wages and moves to socialism systems of economy.  

2.2.3 Okun's theory of unemployment 

Okun’s theory focused on defining the associations between unemployment and financial growth 

in the economy. The theory contended that unemployment has negatives relationships with 

economic growth in any given economy. Cleary understand that a percentage decrease in 

unemployment outcome in 3 per cent increase economic growth (Okun’s 1962). Once the rates of 

growth in the economy reached 1 per cent more than the level of growth, it can only cause 0.3 per 

cent declines in unemployment. In determining the truth of this theory, Kwani(2005) exposed that 

Okun’s theory of unemployment accurately stated the sign of fact of negative links between 

unemployment and financial growth. The truth of the theory was determined by use of true GDP 

statistics from United State and the results demonstrated precisely the theory hypothetical 

correlations between unemployment and financial growth. Moreover, Freeman(2007) proposed 

that if real GDP output rises  by 3 per cent and unemployment decrease by 0.3 per cent, it would 

indicate that the rise in the real GDP performance for every percentage decline in unemployment 

rates varying from an averages 2 per cent development in real GDP among the countries.  

2.2.4 Traditional neoclassical growth theory 

Harrod and Domar(1957) and Solow(1956) established this theory. The theory focused on the 

importance of hoardings in the economy. In the theory, the growth model was created through 

Harrod-Domar hypothesis by taking labor as second element and technology as extra elements in 

growth equation. Differentiates the static stable, infinite return to the classical Harrod-Domar  scale 

postulation, classical neoclassical expansion of Solow showed distinctly and endlessly declining 

labor and capital returns in both dynamics. Technological expansion became the exceptional 
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element of long term growth, and its level was assumed exogenously strong by Solow and other 

progressive scholars. The major supporters of the neoclassical progress classical comprise Phelps 

(1961) and Solow (1956). In that, it was perceived that neoclassical classical acting the part of 

organising and assimilation of countless in macroeconomics, domestics economics and public 

finance. Solow (1956) cited in Mustafa, 2011) contended that when manufacturing proceeds 

underneath neoclassical conditions of adjustable magnitudes and endless revenues to scale, there 

would be no barrier between the usual and unjustified degrees of expansion. This indicates that the 

system is self-adjusting to any specified pace of labor force development and eventually attitudes, 

a condition of stable proportional development. 

2.2.5 Going beyond neoclassical theory 

The foremost postulation of New Keynesian economics, that differentiates it since neoclassical 

economics, is that earnings and charges do not modify immediately to permit the economy to reach 

complete employment (ILO, 2011). The reasonable preliminary opinion of Keynes’s theory of 

employment is the standard of operative demand. Bestowing to this theory; total employment be 

contingent on total demand and unemployment outcomes from shortage of total demand 

(Ambilikile, 2006). The Keynes’s theory is valuable in this study but it is too slender to clarify 

aspects that may underwrite to unemployment, unemployment cannot happen only for the reason 

that supply and demand; it is contingent on many aspects counting different profile such as level 

of education and disposition, such as inspiration to work. Also, Keynes talks about unemployment 

as a consequences from insufficiency of whole demand also this is not true for the reason of 

unemployment is triggered by numerous aspects, also he measured that earnings and values do not 

correct promptly to agree the economy to achieve full employment this also is not correct since 

earnings and charges have more influence on the economy. 

 

2.2.6 The Classical Theory of Unemployment 

In an Established (unrealistic) market for labor, the merely mechanism that can ground real 

unemployment is somewhat that obstructs with the modifications of open markets, such as a 

permitted lowest pay. In Figure 2.1 where the market is flexible to changes there is no forced 

unemployment. Each individual who demand the jobs at a given wage rates secure it. There must 

be so many individuals who might supply their labor on this market once the wage rate raised as 
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proportional to the supply curve to the rights of LE demonstrates. Due to an offered wage rates 

this individuals have a choice to make whether to get involved in the labor market. But within the 

classical theory of unemployment involuntary unemployment only appear once there is something 

interferes in the market force ways. The existence of legal minimum wages rates it’s determined 

to be one of those aspects. As explained in Figure 2.2, if companies are demanded to provides a 

minimum wages rates of W*(W- star) that is on top of equilibrium wages, this theory assumed that 

they will employ fewer labor. At an exaggeratedly high wages rates, companies needs to employ 

only LD labor, but once the wage, LS people’s needs much jobs. There is a condition of excess; 

the marketplace is, in this situation, hindered from changing to equilibrium by authorized 

embargoes on companies. Now there are individual who demand job at ongoing wage rates, but 

can’t secure the jobs. That means they are not employed, classical economist proposed other 

market factors as a reasons for unemployment also.  

The economy can release less than the required number of jobs, they assumed since, laws and 

procedure of business affects them to grow, affecting the progression in demand of labor, laws and 

procedures concerning workers(likes as mandated benefits, safety laws or laws of layoffs and 

firings) and also activities that involves labor unions also tends to rise the workers to companies, 

forcing companies to focus on labor reducing technology and on the results cause reducing labor 

demand growing, public safety net procedures and rules such as disability insurance and 

unemployment insurance decreases employments as substances that affects the alterations of open 

market, for example, laws of business, workers correlated rules, public safety net , procedures and 

rules such as disability insurance and unemployment insurances decrease employments by making 

individuals to turn unwilling to looks for job(Ackerman et al.,2013). The classical theory was not 

such broad since it regards the only sources of unemployment as substances that affects the 

alterations of open markets, for example , laws of business, workers correlated rules, public safety 

net procedures and rules likes disability insurances and unemployment insurances affects 

employments by making individuals unwilling to look for jobs. Moreover, the researcher of this 

study declared that this cannot be applied as the only source of unemployment there must be other 

force behind that must be learned. 
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2.2.7 Summary of theoretical review 

The research have explored five theories that have tried in various means to describes the ideas 

and origins of unemployment and/ or economic growth and try to describe the relationships that 

exists between economic growth and unemployment. The Keynesian theory of unemployment 

propose that rise in unemployment is the cause to declines in the total demand in the economy, 

this theory can be ignored for the case of Tanzania and in most unindustrialized nations the source 

of unemployment is the reasons of supply sides and not the on the demand sides. Also, Marxist 

theory seems not relevant on this occasions as it propose that the only means to fight 

unemployment is to ends capitalist systems and the country implements socialist principles at 

which Tanzania is neither of the previous or the future. Okun’s law describes the connections 

between unemployment and economic growth, Okun’s contended that unemployment has inverse 

connections with economic growth. It is understood that percentage decline in unemployment rates 

results in 3 per cent rise in economic growth. This theory seems to be significant with the study to 

be more functioning in developed nation, findings have seen unconvincing and controverting in 

less developed nations.  

For the benefits of this research, neoclassical theory was considered, pointing the adjusting of the 

Solow Growth Model. This theory was found to match with this study since it is much applicable 

to Tanzania economy; the theory comprises the supply side and demand on the both sides of the 

economy to stimulate financial growth. Economic growth in Tanzania can be well explained from 

neoclassical understanding and perceptions.  

Neo-classical employment model has been applied to describe three characteristics of 

unemployment, structural, frictional and cyclical unemployment. Structural unemployment is 

regarded as source/caused by institutional creations of the economy, involving procedures, rules, 

orders, individuals setups and population. The structural unemployment is properly associated with 

demands and supply of labor, values and wage creations (Campbell and Brue, 1995, Davidson, 

1990). Frictional unemployment on the other scenario is almost similar to structural unemployment 

where temporal unemployment exists. In  such conditions, securing employments tends to be 

difficult and young generations becomes more vulnerable than the old, to the community points of 

view as indicating smaller labor market correlated than the older employees(Rees,1986). Cyclical 

unemployment is not similar to structural and frictional unemployment because its completely 
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connected with economic variation. Structural and cyclical unemployment are normally 

considered as un-equilibrium scenario in the situations that they reveal surplus workers supply at 

prevailing paying (Cambell and Brue, 1995). Actually a company fight to attain equilibrium by 

securing that there is no supply of worker from poor productive labor, on which their productivity 

is little compared to the actual yield from their works. Then sole proprietor’s bosses automatically 

forced to employ the most productive labor.  

In Tanzania, neo-classical theories have been applied to describe who have more requirements to 

secure job, starting from the period of political freedom in 1961. Tanzania has come up with 

different procedures that supply human resources utilisation. This procedure was intended at 

training and sophistication of individuals with the aim to promote peoples efficiency. For the aim 

to achieve that objectivity different measures and procedures were implemented on context on 

considerations of introducing universal primary educations, inventions of adult education and 

transferring into peoples, educations for self-reliance’s, in which model was introduced with 

practical(URT, composite development goal 2000). Moreover, the actions organised, to improve 

human resources, the administrations was not able to attain equilibrium in the workforce market.  

2.3 Empirical review  

This study entailed review of other previous studies that were related to the problem under this 

study.  The study aimed to investigate the impact of unemployment on the economic growth in 

Tanzania.  In order to establish the profile of the research problem some studies were reviewed as 

follows: In Okun’s (1962) revision it was exposed that if GDP rises quickly, the joblessness degree 

drops, if progress is actually little or undesirable the joblessness degree increases. 

For that reasons, Kemi and Dayo(2004) provides their views that the rate of economic growth 

would enable to increase employments opportunity in the economy and thus declines in 

unemployment rates. Udu and Agu (2005) quoted in Kayode et al. (2014) proposed that 

unemployment are those individuals who are accomplished and ready to work on a given earnings 

rate but they are incapable to secure jobs at a specified period of moment. International Labor 

Organisation (2007) explained unemployment as the personality or workforce who is unemployed 

although they are prepared and capable to work at a specified salary rate and they are aggressively 

looking for job. Onwachukwu (2015) described that unemployment countries are an major 

determinant of the domestic economy’s growth and development. There is no any nations that can 
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be determined to be developed nations while it is face elevated levels unemployment, poverty and 

revenue inequality. This means that the degree of unemployment has significant roles to act on 

financial growth of the nations. The theories below clarify the connection between unemployment 

and financial growth as it refers to this research. 

Irfan (2010) helped to check the legitimacy of Okun’s law in certain Asian countries. The revision 

tends cast off time sequence of yearly statistics throughout the historical 1980-2006. Granger’s 

(1987) examined the connection concerning Chinese joblessness level, economic growth and 

inflation. The VEC and VAR classical used to approximation the connection and co-integration 

between the variable,Li and Liu (2012) joblessness influence damagingly on progress though 

inflation disturbs progress absolutely in China. 

Pierdzioch (2009) surveyed the connection among economic growth and unemployment 

concentrating on the G7 nations covers the passé 1989-2007. Their outcomes established the 

steadiness along with law of Okun and projections of variations in joblessness level and the actual 

production progress level advancement by specialized economist. They similarly institute a 

straight connection among extent of unemployment and the scope of the production breach. 

Comparable consequences of an undesirable connection among economic growth and 

unemployment concentrating on the OECD nations for the passé among 1970 and 1999 Wang and 

Abrams (2007). 

UNDP (2008) proposed that every individual is capable by means of a combination of capabilities 

that permits them to accomplish, whether at home-based, at work or in the world at outsized. 

Certain of these are learned complete prescribed preparation and schooling, others finished 

knowledge by liability and involvement.  

In the procedure of increasing understanding abilities to improve specific dimensions the 

empowering atmosphere comprise strategies, regulation, power affairs and public customs, all of 

which oversee the obligations, significances, means of procedure and civic commitment through 

diverse portions of humanity.   At the university level, the growth of capability encompasses the 

interior strategies, engagements, measures and backgrounds that permit a university to function 

and convey on its obligation allowing lecturers and scholars to graft collectively to improve the 

visualised dimensions. This need universities to be healthy resourced with excellence trainers, 
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instruction resources, expending excellence training procedures and suitably evaluate the 

compulsory dimensions to grow the volumes of scholars and resolve the supposed difficulties 

containing admission to occupation.  On the ground of learning, the growth of social capability is 

unspoken on or after diverse standpoints, comprising humanistic, reasoning, as intellectual 

progress wherever individual is talented to distinguish and resolve a difficult. In relations to effort 

of faculties, we classically reason intellectual improvement as the understanding mandatory 

resolving difficulties in the speculative corrections. Intellectual growth comprises not only 

awareness of chores in this circumstance educational duty but also understanding of ego, sceneries, 

and others. 

Rendering to Lee (2008), understanding of ego includes individual personality as an associate of 

a household, of patrician community linkages, and of bigger societies, comprising individuals 

demarcated by background, race, and ethnic group (Lee, 2008; Sellers et al., 1998). Understanding 

of personality likewise includes unique individuality as an apprentice of specific ground, issues 

and in a university/academy in overall (Dweck, 1999) and as an observer who recognises to a 

bigger or smaller degree through the philosophy of a schoolroom and a conservatory (Wigfield, 

Eccles and Rodriguez, 1998).  

Spencer (2006) proposed that the aims we agreed and our determination in struggles to undertake 

them particularly in the appearance of shortage of employments are subjective to our inspiration, 

our interactive abilities and our capacity to achieve. A considerate of individual uniqueness is 

significant guidepost since it brands one appreciate his or her ability, adores and aversions and 

construct a variety of schmoozing and associations inside and outdoor of the conservatory 

comprising in a workstation.  This self-reflection clue hooked on a beginning of the occupation as 

stimulating, achievable, appropriate, and whether it turns to separable challenging aims (Spencer 

et al., 2003).   

Eccles et al. (1993) perceive that, social aptitude to acquire the objectives, is prejudiced by the 

environment of the provisions or supports that are obtainable by knowledge to accomplish the 

responsibilities in query. For instance, educators, with the aid of nobles and education resources 

are compulsory throughout the erudition procedure to change the needed capability to accomplish.  

This suggests that, for dimensions to progress nearby to obligation various procedures of provision 

to benefit brand wisdom of those features of awareness (Lee, 2007). 
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Spencer et al. (2003), for instance, apprentices who hold long- term purposes to admission 

occupation might persevere in institute to acquire the awareness, assistance and approach essential 

for them to be engaged. It is likewise essential to remind that hypothetical knowledge is 

progressive in nature, in that, individuals who must achieve primary education are not similar to 

individuals with secondary education. Similarly, individuals from high school are qualitatively 

diverse from those with college certificates. 

Ahmed et al. (2011) undertook a study in Nigeria to  look at the relationship between 

unemployment and development (GDP) for the past years from 2000 to 2008. Their conclusions 

claimed that joblessness consequence is 65.5 per cent of Nigerian GDP growth and there is an 

undesirable connection among unemployment and economic growth. Bankole and Fatai (2013)  

set out to determine the  diminishing implication for Nigeria. In approximating the Okun’s 

constant, and examination the legitimacy of law of Okun in Nigeria, throughout the period between 

1980 and 2008, they recognised an optimistic constant in the Deterioration, suggesting that law of 

Okun clarification is not valid to Nigeria. 

Gbosi (2005), In his study explored the aspects that cause higher level of unemployment in Nigeria 

and other part of Africa in general, those factors involves;  

Underprivileged learning organisation: The great amount of jobless might be problem of education 

system. It is the reason for most of African nations including Nigeria not generally recognised as 

countries with the best universities in the world. The central idea on the beyond declaration is that 

our informative scheme fixes don’t provide our learners with the much required gears compulsory 

to encounter the anticipated requirements of the public. On the further pointer, the administration 

is likewise blamed for the incorrect coordination of learners and lowly wage arrangement in the 

community area that has no distinct enticements for those who have such abilities. 

Moreover, Gbosi (2005) orated that increase of advanced informative organisations and 

individuals looking for advanced learning for the persistence of blue-collar occupations are the 

focal influence answerable for this problematic. Negligence of the agronomic sector: The 

agricultural segment had been the most important sectors in the economy of Africa and Nigeria 

specifically in providing employments to its people; unfortunately it has not been paid main 

attentions for the case of Nigeria and other African nations. According to Gbosi (2005), an 
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endeavor to discover basic oil, the rigorous of the melody altered to the oil segment in which 

employment capability is actual small to searchers who need no room in the oil business. Although 

with the progress and growth of the oil business, the rate of joblessness has retained on growing at 

a symmetrical level. 

Implementation of premature economic strategy quota, is another reason for high level of 

unemployment, because it cause unemployment to keep declining at a small rate and bungalow 

diligences which functioned in both formal and informal sectors. In the year 1986 which 

accompanied in liberalization, deregulation and the depreciation of the national legal tender, 

numerous of the teething native companies malformed. This unpleasant condition has caused in 

the forfeiture of several works and by this means execution lots of persons jobless. Though, these 

strategies existed to start up the evolution of the economy, but assumed the organisation of the 

economy of Nigerian, some of the strategy suites developed out correctly antagonistic to the 

organisation owing to their impropriety. 

 Incorrect hollow technical and vocational educations, the incorrect hollow utmost individuals  

technical learning also underwrote to the great ratio of joblessness in Nigeria in current period. 

There is a continuing social prejudice contrary to technical and professional education. 

Damachi (2001) posits that a great amount of employment inquirers deficiency concrete abilities 

that might improve self-employment. That is why it is slightly more than offering jobs for others, 

the alumni and jobless individuals retain contingent on the administration and the non-vibrant 

private segment for employment prospects. Deprived permitting atmosphere, the deprived 

economic allowing setting that exemplifies the financial system over the years has sustained to 

posture thoughtful contests to employment creations in Nigeria. This is attached with the 

unfortunate formal of sanctuary which has sustained to obstruct speculation initiatives and in that 

way plummeting the forecasts of employment creations.  

Alanana, (2003) proposed that Nigerian community are highly facing potential catastrophe that is 

unemployment because it provide upsetting indicate to all portions of the economy.  The level of 

jobless in Nigeria is soaring, constant at the epoch of economic prosperity that is the oil boom of 

the 1970s (6.2%); the 1980s (9.8%) and the 1990s (11.5%). 
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 Arewa and Nwakanma (2012) carry out an experiential assessment of the connection involving 

production and joblessness by means of the initial discrepancy and production infringment of 

Okun’s decree. The revision discovers no confirmation to sustain the legitimacy of law of Okun 

in Nigeria.  

An additional Nigerian revision was approved by Ahmed et al. (2011) to reconnoiter the 

connection between joblessness and progress of Gross Domestic Product for the passé starting 

2000 to 2008. Their conclusions alleged that joblessness influence is 65.5 per cent on the Nigerian 

Gross Domestic Product progress and there is undesirable connection among joblessness and 

economic advance.  

The revisions that have established constricting consequences for Nigeria developed by Bankole 

and Fatai (2013). In assessing the coefficient of Okun, and inspection of the soundness of  law of 

Okun in Nigeria, throughout the time span of 1980-2008, they recognised a optimistic coefficient 

in the Regression, indicating that Okun’s law clarification is not appropriate to Nigeria.  

Omoke and Ugwuanyi (2010) observed the connection among money, price rises and productivity 

in Nigeria. By participating in counteraction and Granger-causality testing, their conclusions 

discovered no presence of a counteracting association between the variables.  

Alternative Nigerian revision was piloted by Rafindadi (2012) to determine the connection among 

production and joblessness undercurrents. In commissioning OLS and Threshold model, the 

revision establish an undesirable non-linear connection among production and joblessness. 

Likewise, Kemi and Dayo (2014) examined the connection among unemployment and financial 

growth in Nigeria with the goal of challenging the applicability of the hypothetical suggestion of 

the Okun’s law which hypothesised that joblessness has undesirable connection with economic 

growth, the study hired Error Correction Model (ECM) and Johansen Co-integration methods to 

inspect both the short run crescendos and the long run connection between the variables. The 

results depicted that both the little and the long term connection occur among unemployment level 

and real amount produced growth in Nigeria. 

Likewise, Oye et al. (2011) scrutinised the influence of joblessness on real gross domestic product 

in Nigeria for period 2000-2008. The outcome presented that joblessness has an influence on Real 
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Gross Domestic Product (RGDP) and that opposite connection occurs among unemployment and 

real gross domestic product (RGDP) in Nigeria. Comparable revision directed by Osorio, (2012) 

inspects the connection among joblessness and economic progress in Peru and Lima for the period 

of 1992 to 2012 expending Ordinary Least Square (OLS) procedures. The consequences 

established an undesirable connection among joblessness and economic growth in mutually 

circumstances 

Keller and Nabil (2002) propose in most MENA rejoin the rate of economic growth has not been 

satisfying in comparison with the workforces zones and contended that higher rate of economic 

growth does not always warranty labor market consequences.  From another point of view, World 

Bank (2007) proposed the tendency of high rate of unemployment on most of MENA regions can 

be determined as impact of the challenge of structural and frictional unemployment’s in those 

nations. It has been realized that the report of the World Bank proposed that coefficient of Okun 

is little or irrelevant between MENA countries. 

Geidenhuys and Marinkov (2007) anticipated to provide response to the problem of joblessness 

provide feedback to alterations in production in South Africa. For this motive, they projected the 

correlation stuck between financial commotion and joblessness ratio. The outcome reviled the 

occurrence of an Okun‘s law connection in South Africa above the phase 1970 -2005 with extra 

verification in support of asymmetries throughout recessions.  

Knotek (2007) as well anticipated Okun’s law by means of its dissimilarity, breach and self-

motivated perceptions in which he considered sound effects on joblessness level by present 

production, precedent production point, and earlier period joblessness ratio and evaluated that 

decelerate in economy in combinations with enhance in joblessness level is not forever the casing 

in together short and long term.. 

Villaverde and Maza (2008) evaluated Okun’s law for Spanish zones by means of statistics for the 

phase 1980- 2004. The consequences confirmed the survival of Okun’s law for nearly all of the 

country and for the economy in general. Though, the importance of Okun’s coefficient differed for 

a variety of country suitable to national production differential.  

Beaton (2010) explored the steadiness and dependability of Law of Okun for Canada and the 

United States by means of an occasion unreliable constraint approach. He discovered structural 
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unsteadiness, with the indifference of the joblessness level to engagements in production increase 

growing freshly in mutually nations. 

Pierdzioch et al. (2009) observed the connection flanked by economic progress and joblessness 

concentrating on the G7 nations casing the passé 1989-2007. Their outcomes established the 

steadiness flanked by law Okun and specialised economist’s projections of variations in 

joblessness level and the actual production progress level. They similarly institute a straight 

connection among degree of joblessness and the scope of the production breach. Wang and Abrams 

(2007) institute comparable outcomes of an undesirable connection among economic progress and 

joblessness focusing on the 20 OECD nations for the passé in the middle of 1970 and 1999.  

Irfan Lal et al. (2010) attended to investigation on the legitimacy of Okun’s law in certain Asian 

countries. The revision has castoff time series twelve-monthly statistics during the passé 1980-

2006. Engle Granger (1987) co-integration technique recognised a long run relationship among 

the variables. 

 A revision on the connection among Chinese joblessness level, economic progress and price 

increases Chang-Shuai Li and ZIJuan Liu (2012). They hired VEC and VAR classical to estimate 

the interconnection and counteraction between the variables, correspondingly. The revision 

discovered that joblessness effect undesirably on progress though price rises disturbs progress 

absolutely in China.  

Shahid’s (2014) revision inspected the consequence of price increases and joblessness on 

economic progress in Pakistan and originate that nearby is an opposite connection among 

economic progress and joblessness.  

Banda (2016) examined the connection among joblessness and economic growth in South Africa 

for the passé between 1994 and 2012. The conclusions from Johansen co-integration exposed that 

is a long run connection between the variables. The consequence extra presented that there is an 

optimistic connection among GDP and joblessness in South Africa. Biyase and Bonga-Bonga’s 

(2010) study realistic OLS and recognised that the connection among progress and engagement 

are ‘paradoxical’ which means that the South African joblessness ratio is credited to an production 

performance which is not appropriately job-  creating, as an alternative there is a rush in labour 

power contribution proportions. 
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Noor and Ghani (2007), inspected the connection among production and joblessness in Malaysia. 

The revision castoff a yearly time sequence statistics from 1970 to 2004. The factors castoff in the 

research comprised GDP as a dependent variable while unemployment rate functioned as an 

independent variable. The entity cause possessions of the sequence were verified. The two 

variables were non static nearly but suited inactive at chief alteration. The Ordinary Least Square 

(OLS) was castoff to seizure the influence of joblessness on economic growth. The Granger 

causality test was also supported out. The consequence displays that unemployment has a 

undesirable influence on the economic progress in Malaysia. The Granger connection displays that 

nearby is a bi-directional connection among GDP and unemployment. The main restriction of this 

revision is that realistic OLS after variables are differentiated; this implies that the long term proof 

is wasted. Moreover, it is unsuccessful to convey out essential support approximation examination 

to regulate the strength of the classical. 

The revision has castoff time sequence statistics since 1986 to 2010. The aim was to observe the 

connection among joblessness level and production progress. The variables castoff in the revision 

comprised; output progress (y), which assisted a reliant variable. While the independent variables 

are administration expenses, capital, labor and the price rises level (INF) and joblessness level. 

The revision hired co-integration and inaccuracy correction instrument. The conclusion displays 

that joblessness has an optimistic consequence on economic growth and price rises has an 

optimistic and an unimportant outcome on economic growth. The optimistic connection among 

joblessness and economic progress is in with the conclusion of Aliyu (2012) but in distinction with 

the conclusion of Ogueze and Odim (2015). The restriction of the revision is that it castoff 

Johansen co-integration for the variables which are I(O) I(1) and I(2). The right classical for this 

revision is Auto Regressive Distributive Lags (ARDL). Moreover, the phase edge castoff for this 

study is not sufficient to provide a healthier examination. 

Zaleha et al. (2007) examined the presence of an Okun kind connection among joblessness and 

production in Malaysia by hiring time series statistics from 1970 to 2004. The revision has castoff 

Okun’s first modification technique and Granger causality assessment and introduce that there is 

presence of an adverse connection among production progress and joblessness. The revision also 

exposed the existence of two-way connection among production progress and unemployment level 

in Malaysia.  
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Hussain et al. (2010) examined a comprehensible connection among Economic Growth and 

Unemployment in Pakistan. They have castoff the time series facts from 1972 to 2006. They 

castoff the Augmented Dicky Fuller test for Unit Root, all variables are fixed at main alteration 

then they castoff the Johansen Co-integration to discovery the long run connection among 

variables. The consequences of Co-integration examination cherished that GDP Progression, 

Joblessness, Labor, Capital, Sincerity of Trade have long run connection. The general 

consequences exposed that GDP progress has undesirable connection with joblessness.  

Insufficient revisions steered in this expanse institute no important connection among 

unemployment and economic growth. Though, these revisions recommended the presence of 

optimistic connection among unemployment and economic growth. For example, Kreishan, (2011) 

examined the connection among idleness and economic growth in Jordan done the execution of 

Okun’s law, by means of twelve-monthly statistics casing the passé 1970-2008, the experiential 

outcomes disclose that law of Okun cannot be established for Jordan. it can therefore be 

recommended that the deficiency of financial growth does not elucidate the joblessness difficult 

in Jordan.  

 

2.4 Research gap 

The evaluation obviously displays that, regardless of the statistic that, there are so numerous 

revisions (Cheema and Atta, 2014, Dritsakis and Stamatiou, 2016, Ejikeme, 2014) commenced on 

the matter of unemployment and economic growth but merely insufficient (Aliyu, 2012; 

Mbalamwezi, 2015; Suleiman et al., 2017) of them have examined on comparable revision for the 

instance of Tanzania. Likewise, a feeble opinion of these educations is that the approaches cast off 

cannot seizure the performance of the statistics (Aliyu, 2012; Mbalamwezi, 2015). The investigator 

strained to advance on the recognised breaches in this revision by inspecting the connection 

flanked by unemployment and economic growth by means of Solow’s structure which has 

remained create to be operative for unindustrialized economy (Ejikeme, 2014) 

2.5 Conceptual framework 

Conceptual framework is a pictorial or inscribed creation that elucidates by mode of graph or chart 

crucial problems to be enclosed in the study, the significant notions, issues or variables and the 
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nature of the connection that is theoretical to occur between them. Henceforth, it can be said that 

the conceptual framework is a classical that summarises conceivable sequences of achievement 

that were castoff in a exploration study to existing methodology that was castoff to deliberate an 

notion or alleged, a Conceptual framework is made up of two variables: independent and 

dependent variables (Creswell, 2002). 

The revision approved a revised framework of popular neoclassical progress classical established 

by Robert Solow, which was an addition to the Harrod- Domar classical. The Solow’s growth 

model was endeavored to clarify long-run economic growth by approximating capital 

establishment, labor or population growth, and unemployment level. Creating on research 

intentions variables castoff in this revision and their particular means of dimension are an effect 

of experiential evaluations completed to other literatures whereby investigator was capable to 

approve these variables. 

 

 

 

The figure below shows the independent variables as well as the dependent variable of this study.  

    Independent variables              Dependent variable  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Adopted from Solow’s Growth Model (2002) 

Figure 2. 1Conceptual framework 

Population (labour force) 

Unemployment rate 

Capital formation 

 

Economic growth 

(Gross domestic product) 
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The revision variables that were castoff in this study were established to appropriate selected 

objectives of this study. Grounding on research objectives variables castoff in this revision and 

their particular methods of dimension are an outcome of empirical evaluations completed to extra 

writings whereby academic was talented to accept these variables. That concluded reasonable 

hypothetical evaluations among those revisions steered in industrialized nations background 

against those revisions accompanied in unindustrialised nations background researcher 

modernized which aspects to comprise as variables in the study. 

This study had three objectives, research questions with respect to objective which is to scrutinize 

joblessness and economic growth in Tanzania was responded in chapter two. Objective two was 

to observe the consequence of unemployment level, labour force and capital creation on financial 

growth and to inspect the connection among unemployment and economic development were 

deliberated in chapter four. To respond research queries with respect to that objective the study 

castoff the classical which involve significant variables for healthy outcomes, Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) was cast-off as a dependent variable and Capital development; unemployment level 

and Population (Labor force) were castoff as the independent variables. These variables are 

explained in Table 2.1  

 

Table 2.1 Variable description 

Variable Measure Expected sign 

Economic Growth  GDP per capita   

Population (PoP)  Measure the number of labor force as a proxy  + 

Capital formation (K)  Gross Capital Formation as a proxy for capital 

formation;  

+ 

Unemployment rate  Measure the total unemployment level in the economy 

over  the period  

- 

Source: own design (2019) 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.0 Introduction 

This chapter explains the study approach that was used to do this research. It is particularly 

describes the Research approach, research design, study environment, demographic study, 

sampling size and sampling design. This chapter moreover, explains concerning data collections 

techniques, process of data collections, data evaluations procedures, validity and reliability cases 

and concluded by describing ethical issues concerning this research. 

3.1 Research design 

This research applied descriptive survey research design to seizure the impacts of joblessness on 

financial growth in Tanzania. The research design is a non- experimental research design means 

which enables investigators to institutes connections among two closely related variables, that is 

independent and dependents variables. Two various categories are needed to do this research 

design means there is no predictions when analysing the connections among two unrelated 

variables and data evaluations techniques applied to  determine the connections among to 

variables.  

3.2 Study area 

This study explored unemployment and economic growth in Tanzanians as a nation; Secondary 

data gathered from National Bureau of Statistics and applied in this research involved the data at 

countrywide area.  

3.3 Data collection procedures 

Information for this research was gathered from secondary source by the means of reading the past 

literature; information for this research were collected from different sources involving from the 

ministry of finance, ministry of labor and employment, the Bank of Tanzania, CAG report, national 

bureau of statics and world bank reports.  
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3.4 Data analysis method 

The research castoff time series data gathered around the time of 1997 to 2017 in Tanzania. The 

research applied the conceptual framework of popular neoclassical growth theory instituted, 

founded by Robert Solow, which is an additional to Harrod-Domar model. The Solow’s growth 

theory was castoff in with the aim to describe long-run economic growth by approximating capital 

creations or generated capital, labor or Demographic growth and growth in productions which is 

recognised as technological innovation. The model can be explained as;  

Yt =f (Kt, Lt, At) 

Where:- 

Yt = the total output at time t  

Kt = the accumulated or produced capital at time t  

Lt = the labor at time t A = the labor augmenting technology or knowledge 

Thus, Yt which is the total products is replaced with Gross Domestic products (GDP); Kt which is 

the generated capital is replaced with capital accumulation; Lt which is labor is replaced with two 

variables that is unemployment level and Demography(Labour power) and At is replaced with 

other variables such as exports, FDI, High price level; This cause the model like,  

RGDP = f (K, UEMPL, L) 

Where, 

RGDP shows real gross national products as major determinants for financial growth, UEMPL is 

unemployment level which indicates the total unemployment ratio within the country for the 

specified time below assessment, L as labour power determined by amount of individual residing 

at specific locations as inward and outwards flows and inventory and K as capital accumulations. 

The equation is moreover explained in linear form as;  

GDPt = α + β1LLt + β2LKt + β3 LUEMPLt + µ εt 

RGDP is the dependent variable; the explanatory factors are UEMPL, LL, and K;linear coefficients 

of the equations are β1, β2 and β3, is the continuous coefficient is α and the stochastic variable is 

µ . 
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3.5 Ethics requirements 

The investigator maintained the code of conducts which are crucial in ensuring that the study 

excellences/efficiency is revealed in the design, the methodology, the evaluation and the usage of 

resources. Faithfully in instituting, conducting, reviewing, reporting and communicating the study 

in a transparent fair, full and a means that is unbiased. Preserving the rights of research 

respondents, colleagues, ecosystems, community, the settings and cultural heritage. Being 

responsible for the research since on its idea to publication, for its management and organisations, 

for supervision, training and mentoring and for its wider effects.  

The researcher has also being carefully to the ethical matters on the time of gathering. The purpose 

is to aim to reduce problems of harm to respondents and the investigators, at the time of general 

research conduct, the respondent’s response the following among all,  

3.6 Validity and reliability issues 

The reliability was measured applying Cronbach alpha to help the investigator discovers whether 

participants would give out the equal results on variables if that variables were to be administered 

constantly to the same participants.  

Table 3.1Reliability Coefficients 

Scale  Cronbach's Alpha Number of Items 

Total labour force 0.811 7 

Capital formation 0.781 8 

Unemployment rate 0.771 6 

Source: Field Data, (2019)  

 

According to Gliem and Gliem(2003), Reliability means the consistency of measurements. The 

research castoff Cronbach (Alpha – α) model to determine the reliability of information. 

Cronbach’s alpha was determination of the use of SPSS version 21 for reliability evaluation. The 

amount of the alpha coefficient values from 0-1 and may be applied to explain the reliability of 

aspects extracted from dichotomous and multi-point formatted questionnaires or scales. A greater 

level indicates a higher reliable formatted scale. Cooper and Schindler (2008) has identified 0.7 to 
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be an agreed reliability coefficients. Table 4.2 indicates that the greater reliability was by the sum 

of labour power (α=0.811), then capital accumulation (α = 0.781) and unemployment level 

(α=0.771). This demonstrates that all the three scales were dependable as their reliability values 

surpassed the recommended threshold of 0.7 values. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

4.0 Introduction 

This chapter evaluates and discusses data to institutes solutions to research questions. The core 

principle of data investigation is to eventually supply confirmation in form of responses to the 

study questions in admiration to the affirmed objectives created to support in evaluating in general 

purpose of this study. This study intended at assessing the effects of joblessness on economic 

growth of Tanzania. This chapter in attendance and construe the analysed information focused on 

explicit objectives. The findings were then determined to conclude congruence or disparity with 

the reviewed literature. 

4.1 Descriptive statistics 

The investigator worn explanatory data to examine data; the revision had three independent 

variables which were capital formation, unemployment rate and total labor force. The dependent 

variable for the study was economic growth which was calculated by real gross domestic product 

(GDP). Data was composed for a phase of twenty years from 1998 up to 2017. Table 4.1 provides 

data according to explanatory information. 

Table 4. 1 Descriptive statistics 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Total Labour Force 20 14,734,670 26,305,790 19,796,218.50 3,609,149.146 

Capital Formation 20 827,092 30,350,457 11,194,830.00 9,902,873.862 

Unemployment Rate 20 2.12 5.10 3.5795 1.01101 

Real Gross Domestic 

Product 

20 5,124,926.0 50,525,086.8 24,730,788.470 14,875,891.2856 

Source: SPSS Computation (2019) 

The table on top recapitulates the information computed for this study. The amount of years in use 

into contemplation was twenty years; the mean standard of independent variables was 
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19796218.50, 11194830.00 and 3.5795 for labor force, capital development and unemployment 

level correspondingly. The mean GDP was 24730788.470. No data was omitted from scrutiny. 

4.1.1 Summary of variables 

Tables 4.2 give the instantaneous of the independent variables labor force, capital accumulation 

and unemployment level collectively with the dependent variable real gross domestic product. The 

conclusions are as follows.  

Table 4. 2 Summary of variables  

Total Labour Force Value 

   

Central Tendency and Dispersion Mean 19,796,218.50 

Standard Deviation 3,609,149.146 

Capital formation Value 

Central Tendency and Dispersion Mean 11,194,830.00 

Standard Deviation 9,902,873.862 

Unemployment Rate Value 

Central Tendency and Dispersion Mean 3.5795 

Standard Deviation 1.01101 

Real GDP Value 

Central Tendency and Dispersion Mean 24,730,788.470 

Standard Deviation 14,875,891.2856 

Source: SPSS Computation (2019) 

Table 4.2 represents a summing up of statistics for every person unpredictable presenting the whole 

numeral of things evaluated; their mean and standard deviation. The variable labor force accounted 

in of 14734670 at the lowest in the year 1998 and the maximum level was at the number of 
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26305790 in the year 2017. The mean was 19796218.50 and the standard deviation was 

3609149.146 

For the period of 20 years capital accumulation attain a maximum rate of TSh. 30,350,457 millions 

in 2017 and the smallest ratio was in a year 1998 of which attained Tsh. 827,092 millions. The 

average capital accumulation was Tsh 11,194,830 million annually with the standard deviation of 

9,902,873 million.  

For the over the time the level of unemployment had an average of 3.6 per cent with a standard 

deviation of 1.01101. The biggest level of unemployment was recognised in 2001 where the level 

reached 5.1 per cent and the lowest rate was in 2014 and 2015 which reached to 2.12 per cent level.  

On the side of dependent variable real gross domestic product the standard average reached 

24730788.470 and a standard deviation of 14875891.29. The highest ratio was achieved in 2017 

at the total of 50525086.8 million and the lowest was in 1998 where the determined rate was 

5124926 million.  

4.1.2. Unit Root Test 

This point of approximations processes measure preset of the variables for the purposes to establish 

the category of assimilation of the figures sequence. Consequently, for the aim to admit chosen 

data are steady for extra scrutiny. The “Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF)” unit root test it has been 

involved to measure the null hypotheses of unit root beside the alternative premises of inactive. 

Once the time series are discovered to be inactive, it indicates that its variance, mean and 

covariance are stagnant for a period of time. This measurement was applied in both standards and 

the main modifications of entirely variables. In analysis for unit root for the variables, the 

investigator castoff the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit root test and the outcomes for the 

time series is offered in Table 4.10  

Table 4. 3Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Test 

  Lag ADF Statistics P Value Remark 

Level 

Real Gross Domestic 

Product 

2 4.400425 1.0000 Stationery 

 Labour force   0 -0.906293 0.7633 Stationery 

 Capital formation  0 0.440156 0.9807 Stationery 

 Unemployment rate 0 -2.027883 0.2738  
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  Lag ADF Statistics P Value Remark 

  Lag ADF Statistics P Value Remark 

 

Real Gross Domestic 

Product 

1 -2.740998 0.0820 Stationery 

 Labour force   0 -5.956338 0.0001 Stationery 

 Capital formation  0 -3.740503 0.0103 Stationery 

 Unemployment rate 0 -5.801226 0.0001  

Source: Researchers computations (2019) 

The experiential conclusions commencing the table overhead disclose that real gross domestic 

product, work force, capital creation and unemployment level remained not inactive at level. 

Nevertheless, when captivating main modification they developed inactive denotation that no unit 

root problematic. It remained likewise detected after the ADF unit root test approximations that 

all variables were assimilated at directive unique. This basically means that a regression model 

with level and main modification for the variables would be castoff in challenging the expressed 

propositions. 

4.2 The effect of unemployment rate, labor force and capital formation on economic growth 

in Tanzania 

The subsequent purpose of this research was to observe the consequence of the independent 

variables unemployment level, labor force and capital accumulation on the dependent variable 

economic growth. In countering that research objective the investigator castoff arithmetical 

investigation gears of correlation and regression to observe the connection among variables and 

the degree of implication of that correlation. 

4.2.1 Correlation analysis 

Pearson correlation coefficients (r) may simply consider on values from –1 to +1. The symbol out 

the anterior designates whether there is an optimistic connection (as one variable rises, so moreover 

fixes the new) or an undesirable connection (as one variable rises, the last declines). The extent of 

the complete assessment (disregarding the mark) delivers a suggestion of the strong point of the 

association. An unspoiled relationship of 1 or –1 designates that the significance of one variable 

can be strong-minded accurately by perceptive of the value on the new variable. A sprinkle 

conspiracy of this connection would display a conservative link. On the further influence, a 

relationship of 0 designates no connection among the two variables. Deliberate the value on one 
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of the variables delivers no support in forecasting the value on the succeeding variable. A 

scatterplot would display a round of opinions, with no design evident. 

 Table 4.7 below offers the outcomes of correlation analysis. 

 

Table 4. 4 Correlations 

 Total 

Labour 

Force 

Capital 

Formation 

Unemployment 

Rate 

Real Gross 

Domestic 

Product 

  Total Labour Force Pearson 

Correlation 

1 .983** -0.893** 0.998** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 .000 .000 

N 20 20 20 20 

Capital Formation Pearson 

Correlation 

0.983** 1 -0.879** 0.982** 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000  0.000 .000 

N 20 20 20 20 

Unemployment Rate Pearson 

Correlation 

-.893** -.879** 1 -0.902** 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 0.000  .000 

N 20 20 20 20 

Real Gross Domestic 

Product 

Pearson 

Correlation 

0.998** 0.982** -0.902** 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 0.000 0.000  

N 20 20 20 20 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

The conclusions display strong relationships  between independent variables and the dependent 

variables, the outcomes indicate that there is a optimistic connection amongst labor force and 

capital creation to economic growth, detonating that if labor force and capital accumulation rise 

then economic growth upsurges as healthy, outcomes designate a precise resilient connection 

among these variables as sound as proven by a correlation coefficient of .998 and .982 for labour 

power and capital accumulation as sound. 

The consequences likewise display nearby is a resilient connection (-.902) among variables 

unemployment level and economic growth, nevertheless the connection among these two variables 

is undesirable which imply as unemployment level diminutions economic growth escalations and 

vice versa. 

4.2.2 Regression analysis 

Regression analysis is a procedure that can be castoff to discover the affiliation among one 

unbroken dependent variable and a number of independent variables or forecasters (generally 
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endless).  Regression can be cast-off to discourse a variability of research queries. It may express 

how sound a customary of variables is capable to forecast a specific conclusion. For instance, 

researcher may be attracted in discovering how sound agreed a subscale on an astuteness test is 

capable to forecast presentation on a detailed assignment. Regression will deliver researcher with 

evidence concerning the classical as a complete (all subscales) and the comparative influence of 

both of the variables that brand up the model (individual subscales). The investigators approved 

out regression analysis to conclude which of the three independent variables finest forecast the 

consequences of the dependent variable. The outcomes are demonstrated in the tables below 

Table 4. 5Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 0.998a 0.996 0.995 1,011,574.8793 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Unemployment Rate, Capital Formation, Total Labour Force 

b. Dependent Variable: Real Gross Domestic Product 

Table 4. 6Coefficients 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 95.0% Confidence Interval for B 

B Std. Error Beta Lower Bound Upper Bound 

1 

(Constant) 
-

47787261.048 
6970431.709 

 
-6.856 .000 

-

62,563,916.167 

-

33,010,605.929 

Total Labour 

Force 
3.774 .368 .916 10.246 .001 2.993 4.555 

Capital 

Formation 
.053 .126 .036 .422 .679 -0.215 0.321 

Unemployment 

Rate 
-778448.795 510762.287 -.053 -1.524 .147 -1,861,216.474 304,318.884 

Source: SPSS (2019) 

 

The outcomes display that the independent variables; overall labour power, capital creation and 

unemployment level are a resilient forecaster of the dependent variable real gross domestic product 

as understood by an accustomed r square value of 0.995 which specifies a resilient degree of 
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expectation. Between the three independent variables, work vigor had the toughest forecaster value 

of .916; this implies that this variable marks the toughest exclusive influence in illumination of the 

dependent variable, when the modification enlightened by all extra variables in the model is 

measured for. The following toughest forecaster is unemployment level at 0.53 and finally capital 

development which was at .036. 

Through respects to the implication of the connection discoveries display that merely whole labour 

power (.001) had a important involvement to the forecast of the dependent variable. If the Sig. rate 

is less than .05 the variable is thought to be creating an important exclusive involvement to the 

forecast of the dependent variable. If bigger than .05, it can be determined that that variable is not 

creating an important exclusive involvement to the forecast of the dependent variable. With that 

existence supposed the additional two variables, capital creation and unemployment level did not 

have a important influence to the dependent variable economic growth. This might be due to 

overlay with other independent variables in the model. Both capital creation and unemployment 

level had a sig. value bigger than .05 at .679 and .147 correspondingly sense they did not have 

important involvement in forecasting economic growth.  

4.3 Discussion of findings 

This revision scrutinized the influence of unemployment on economic growth of Tanzania. To 

observe the purposes of the study the investigator has castoff three independent variables to 

designate the performance of the dependent variable. The dependent variable was economic 

growth dignified by real gross domestic product and the independent variables were total labour 

power, capital formation and unemployment level. From this research the researcher suggested 

that in order for any nations to attain economic growth then the level of productions must be 

improved. Productions request labour power consequently the extra labour power is functional the 

greater the smooth of production and later escalation in economic growth. Moreover, in command 

for nearby to be production there are desires to be speculation henceforth capital creation, that 

actuality said then an increase in capital development will tip to an upsurge in production that will 

effect in rise in economic growth. 

Additionally the investigator perceives that an upsurge in capital creation obvious clues to upsurge 

in production. Production needs labor so an escalation in the demand for labor force will end to a 
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decline in unemployment level. Consequently unemployment level drops once the demand for 

labor force upsurges which is a consequence of rise in capital creation which subsequently clues 

to growth in real GDP. These explanations are reinforced by consequences of arithmetical 

evaluates which display that unemployment level has a undesirable association with the rest of 

independent variables and the dependent variable while the other independent variables labor force 

and capital creation need an optimistic connection with the dependent variable economic growth.  

Furthermore, consequences of this study specify that nearby is optimistic and important connection 

stuck between capital formation and economic growth at 5 per cent level of significance this 

exposes that an upsurge in capital standard will upshot in an upsurge in economic growth. This 

conclusion is reinforced by a study of Ibe and Osuagwu (2016) which emphasized that economic 

growth will upsurge if nearby is an upsurge in the capital standard. It was experiential that labor 

force had a noteworthy optimistic effect on economic growth. The inference of this is that an 

upsurge in labour power would absolutely motivate economic growth. 

These conclusions are in incongruity with answers of a study by Suleiman (2017) who institute 

that there is a confident connection among unemployment and economic growth for the Tanzania; 

nevertheless together the study by Suleiman and this study institute unemployment had 

unimportant outcome on economic growth. This suggests that unemployment level had an 

unimportant consequence on economic growth in Tanzania. The effect is not appalling in the 

circumstance of Tanzania subsequently its economy experienced upsurge in unemployment level 

which inappropriately has actuality successful beside with an upsurge in the economic growth in 

current moment. The consequence of this is that the economic development of Tanzania is 

uninterested to the joblessness disorder in the economy. This outcome backings the preceding 

studies (Amossoma and Nwosa 2013; Mercy and Christie 2014) which display that unemployment 

does not have a momentous influence on the economic growth. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.0 Introduction 

In this chapter a summary of the findings from chapter four is provided, as well as the conclusion 

of the findings and recommendations of the study based on the findings from research questions. 

The objective of this study was to assess on the impact of unemployment on economic growth in 

Tanzania. 

5.1 Summary of the findings 

The main purpose of this research was to explore the effects of unemployment on economic 

growth in Tanzania. The success of these objectives was backed by three explicit objectives, that 

is, the first was to examine the states of unemployment and economic growth in Tanzania, the 

second was to examine the effect of unemployment rate, labor force and capital accumulation on 

economic growth in Tanzania. The researcher applied secondary data and primary data that were 

both examined in proportion to research objectives. The following is the summary of the 

observations every explicit objectives; 

5.1.1 The state of unemployment and economic growth in Tanzania 

The unemployment level in Tanzania and various nations around the globe can be demarcated as 

the amount of individual unemployed as a ratio of the labour power. The workforce involved all 

the individuals those who are working and those who are not working, that is those individuals 

who are looking for employment but have not secured. The analysis of secondary data proved that 

the amount of individuals working in the formal sector in Tanzania mainland has risen up from 

2,334,969 individuals in 2015 to 2,599,311 individuals by 2016, indicating an upraise of 264,342 

workers for a time in annually in comparison to rise up 193,618 workers approved in 2014 and 

2015. Also, data reveals that privates sectors holds high percentage in level of employments by 

1,748,695 individuals in 2016 which is doubled if it is compared to public sector that accounted 

for 850,616 individuals. All together public and private sectors prove an increase in employment 

of around year 2015 and 2016 with bigger increase in private sectors (180,530 workers) with the 

public sectors that accounted for about 83,813 workers over the time.  
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Once we look at the economic growth in Tanzania, it has marked a bigger increase level focusing 

on its abundant natural resources wealth and tourism activities which accounted level of GDP 6 

per cent to 7 per cent in a year 2009 up to 2017. The economy of Tanzania highly its Agriculture 

based economy, which agriculture proved to account less than one quarter of Gross Domestic 

Products and higher almost 65 per cent of the total population. Followed by the sectors of mining 

in which with the assistance of programme restructure in the mining sectors in current years, 

extractions of Gold has risen up to almost 35 per cent of total exports. The economy has continued 

to growth steady with real GDP rising by 7.1 per cent in 2017, maintaining bigger growth rates of 

the previous 5 years. In nominal situations, GDP rise up to Tsh.116.1 trillion from Tsh.103.7 

billion with per capital income increasing to Tsh.2.27 million from Tsh.2.13 million in 2016.  

The rate of growth is anticipated to increase in 2018 in accordance with public investment increase, 

specifically the undertaken completion of different infrastructure projects, stability power supply 

and price of goods in the world market. Productions growth was to a great ration motivated by 

constructions, transport and storage and agriculture, in combinations of both improving about half 

of the general growth; Bigger rates of growth was determined in mining and quarrying, water 

supply, transportation and storage and financial insurance contributing the most.  

5.1.2 The effect of unemployment rate, labour force and capital formation on economic 

growth in Tanzania 

The second purpose of the research was to explore the impacts of the independents variables 

unemployment level, labour power and capital accumulation on the dependent variable that is 

economic growth. The results indicate that there is powerful connections among dependents 

variables and independents variables, the finding indicates that there is optimistic connections 

among labour power and capital accumulation to economic growth, implying that of labour power 

and capital creations rises then economic growth rises also, findings reveals that a very powerful 

connections among these variables also as proved by correlation coefficient of .998 and. 982 for 

labour power and capital accumulation also; the findings reveals there is powerful connections (-

902) among variables unemployment level and economic growth. Although the connections 

among these two variables is pessimist which imply as unemployment level declines economic 

growth rises and as unemployment level increases, economic growth declines. The findings 

indicates that independents variables, total labour power, capital accumulation and level of 
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unemployment are powerful predictor of the identified by an adjusted r- square value .995, which 

shows a powerful level of forecasting. Between the three independent variables, labour power had 

the strongest predictor rate of .916, this imply that this variables takes the strongest unique 

contribution to describe the dependents variables, when the variances described by all other 

variables in the model is organised for.  

5.1.3 The relationship between unemployment and economic growth in Tanzania 

The findings likewise display nearby is a tough connection (-.902) among variables unemployment 

level and economic growth, though the connection among these two variables is undesirable which 

imply that as unemployment level declines economic growth rises and unemployment level rises 

economic growth declines. This study institute unemployment had irrelevant consequence on 

economic growth. This indicates that unemployment level had an irrelevant outcome on financial 

development in Tanzania. The consequence of this is that the economic growth of Tanzania is 

unconcerned to the unemployment circumstance in the economy. This consequence backings the 

earlier studies (Amossoma and Nwosa 2013; Mercy and Christie 2014) which display that 

joblessness does not have a substantial effect on the financial growth. 

5.2 Conclusion 

This study investigated the impact of unemployment on economic growth in Tanzania. The data 

sources used are retrieved from various secondary sources such as online database from World 

Bank, IMF, NBS, BOT, Ministry of labour and other official government reports for a period of 

twenty years from the year 1998 to 2017. The researcher examined the existence of a significant 

relationship between unemployment and economic growth in Tanzania through multiple 

regression analysis and the relationship between variables by using correlation analysis. Results 

of the study found that unemployment rate has a negative impact but insignificant influence on 

economic growth in Tanzania over the study period. The researcher suggest that the government 

have to take urgent steps against the unforeseen rising on the rate of unemployment, since 

unemployment is a major impediment to social progress and results in waste of trained manpower 

thereby reduce the rate of economic growth. 

 

5.3 Recommendations 

From the findings of this study the researcher recommends the following  
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The experiential consequences of this revision deliver to the policy creators with a healthier 

sympathetic of joblessness and economic growth association to articulate speculation strategies in 

Tanzania. The administration must originate the operative macro-economic strategies and 

safeguard developments in the organisation and operational schemes of ascendency for steadying 

economic progress laterally with job establishment. The administration thus wishes to generate a 

encouraging atmosphere and bendable labour market strategies or regulations that induce several 

private sectors and small companies which will in seizure amalgamate the prevailing private 

enterprise movement with fresh entrepreneurial players so as to generate extra employment and 

engross a great pool of jobless populace. 

 

The researcher commends job-related instruction in tertiary organisations in Tanzania in 

imperative for fresh alumnae to be self-employed relatively than coming up for another individual 

to employ them. Administration must also differentiate the economy in command to generate 

further employments. 

 

There must be further speculation in farming sector which currently is the principal employer of 

labour in Tanzania. Determination must be completed by administration to revolutionize 

agriculture through delivery of fertilizer, pesticides, and insecticides, develop plantlets and 

contemporary agricultural implements at subsidized rate. 

 

Administration and its pertinent specialists have a duty to offer the favorable speculation 

atmosphere by eradicating the organisation challenges that are present in the economy to generate 

employments. Administration have to endeavour to deliver steady resource of power, decent 

infrastructures for transportation of goods and people, purposeful lawful organisation, safety of 

survives and possessions, infrastructural amenities etc. All these would improvement employment 

by creating merchandises and amenities eagerly accessible to encounter the constantly 

accumulative demand in order to preclude price rises and consequently central to industrial 

development and enhancement in growth rates of the economy which would deliver employment 

prospects for the individuals. 
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labour market deregulation should be overriding to undermine and decongest the extended backlog 

of joblessness grounds on the great demand for prescribed occupation. 

 

In addition, appreciations of currency will also help to increases the number of companies that 

want to invest in our country which will boost economic growth and hence creations on new 

employments opportunities.  

 

There is a need to introduce various economic development programmes that will attract more 

investment in a country hence increases the creations of more employments opportunities and 

therefore boost economic growth and reduce unemployment rate in a country. Mutual funds, unit 

trust, corporates and governments investments should be encouraged which will diversify the 

portfolios investments and for that reasons cause economic growth and reduce unemployment in 

Tanzania. All these kinds of investments should be encouraged to both the smaller investors and 

big enterprises to invest their funds on those kinds of activities that will enable to creations of more 

jobs especially those needs labor intensive technology.  

 

Efforts should be made to promote stable macroeconomic environments, this can be meeting 

through a good monetary policy in combinations with the fiscal policy, and because once there is 

a stable macroeconomic environmental encourages economic growth and employment opportunity 

in the country. 

 

For that circumstance it specifies that the level of unemployment is straight associated with 

economic growth proportions. Procedures should be executed to decrease high unemployment 

rates. This will helps to the macroeconomic stability and the growth of Tanzania economy. The 

administrations must to places efforts on the suppressions of any challenges that affect the growth 

and advancements of Tanzania economy deprived overlooking any discouragements that destructs 

investments.  

 

Encourages self-employments and establishments of small enterprises to youth instead on 

depending on white-collar jobs that are limited in number compared with the actual employment 

demands. Institutions of the enhanced approaches that will be responsible for educating the youth 
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on self-employments and entrepreneurship skills. And this educations should be provided to the 

peoples from different categories, the knowledge’s provided should involves both people who 

don’t have any prior knowledge about entrepreneurships.  

 

5.6 Knowledge contributions 

This research has contributed enough knowledge concerning the effects of Unemployment on 

economic growth in Tanzania. The data unveiled that unemployment rate, labour power and capital 

accumulations have a direct impact to the economic growth in Tanzania. 

With this research, a strongly contributions have been contributed to knowledge’s in the followings 

areas that is, 

General public of Tanzania 

Administrative authority in Tanzania 

Investors 

Country policy makers 

5.6.1  General public of Tanzania 

Most of the Tanzania does not have enough knowledge on the connections between unemployment 

and economic development in Tanzania, including how it affects and influence economic growth 

in Tanzania. For that case the research study underscored the fact that the government of Tanzania 

should make more efforts on creating employment and stimulating economic growth in Tanzania 

through various measures. There are numerous means that can be applied to stimulate economic 

growth and employment creations in Tanzania including applying fiscal policy and monetary 

policy.  

 

5.6.2  Government authority in Tanzania 

Also the study contributes to the government authority in Tanzania to introduce the policy and 

improving the macroeconomic environments of Tanzania that will boost the confidences of the 
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investors who are interested to invest in Tanzania and help in creating employment and improve 

economic growth of Tanzania. The government of Tanzania should introduces different incentives 

that attract investment like trade openness, encouraging the companies to invest in a country and 

the also the government should have understand the other challenges that hinder the growth of  

Tanzania the means to eradicates or to reduces those challenges. 

5.6.3  Investors 

The research study advised that investors should contribute in eradicating high unemployment rate 

in a country by investing in those activities that require labor intensive technology instead of 

focusing on capital base technology and increase investment in those sector that are highly ignored 

although have high impacts to the economy like agriculture sector.  

5.6.4  Country policy makers 

The study suggested that governments and policy makers should create policy and good 

environments that will attract investments in the Country from outsides and within the country and 

reduce unemployment hence improve economic growth. This can be achieved through ensuring 

there is good monetary policy and fiscal policy that that will ensures stable macroeconomic 

environments in the country. 

In additions to that the data collected by the research study it will helps various policy makers in 

conducting further research about impact of unemployment on financial growth but also added 

academician it offers the foundations for further research to other academician. 

5.7  Area for Further Research 

In order to have a well reliable and comprehensive conclusions concerning the impacts of 

unemployment on economic development in Tanzania, I recommend that there should be further 

research studies concerning with the impacts of unemployment on economic growth  that will 

takes a wider area it can cover east Africa or Africa in general and the world at large. This will 

provide wider scales of references. 
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APPENDIX. 1 

Table 1.2  GDP growth 1990-2002, by sector at constant 1992 prices  

Economic activity 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 

Agriculture 5.5 3.6 1.2 3.1 2.1 5.8 3.9 

Mining  16.5 11.7 7.7 8.2 15.0 11.7 9.6 

Manufacturing  4.1 1.9 -4.0 0.6 -0.2 1.6 4.8 

Electricity and Water 7.9 11.1 -1.3 0.9 2.0 6.1 11.1 

Constructions 30.5 -7.1 5.8 -14.4 1.4 -14.7 7.6 

Trades and Hotels  7.4 2.5 -0.7 -0.4 1.1 3.5 3.5 

Transport and 

communications 

0.5 2.7 14.2 0.1 0.9 5.9 1.1 

Financial and 

Business 

1.7 1.4 3.8 4.8 2.7 0.6 0.4 

Public 

Administrations 

3.0 5.0 5.6 -3.9 -0.1 -2.7 1.6 

Total GDP factor  6.2 1.8 1.8 0.4 1.4 3.6 4.2 

 

Economic activity 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 1990-2002 

average 

Agriculture 2.4 1.9 4.1 3.4 5.5 5.0 3.65 

Mining 17.1 27.6 9.1 13.9 13.5 15.0 13.57 

Manufacturing 5.0 8.0 3.6 4.8 5.0 8.0 3.32 

Electricity and Water 2.2 5.5 3.9 5.9 3.0 3.1 4.72 

Constructions 8.2 9.9 8.7 8.4 8.7 11.0 4.92 

Trades and Hotels 5.1 4.7 6.0 6.5 6.7 7.0 4.07 

Transport and 

communications 

4.9 6.2 5.8 6.1 6.3 6.4 4.70 

Financial and 

Business 

7.7 5.6 4.1 4.7 3.3 4.8 3.51 

Public 

Administrations 

3.2 2.7 3.5 3.6 3.5 4.1 2.24 

Total GDP factor 3.3 4.0 4.7 4.9 5.7 6.2 3.78 

(Source: Economic Survey 2002) 
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APPENDIX. 2 

Table 1. Sectoral composition of Tanzanian GDP, 2002 

 Contribution to GDP, per cent Output, Tsh million  (constant 

1992 prices) 

Subsistence farming 19,5 374,850 

Commercial agriculture 25,1 507,241 

Mining 1,8 49,787 

Manufacturing 7,4 156,219 

Electricity and Water 1,7 30,201 

Construction 4,5 76,413 

Trade 12,0 308,928 

Transport 4,7 101,244 

Finance 5,7 105,356 

Services 16,1 136,307   

 (Source: Economic Survey 2002).   

 

 


